1922 Light Six Tourer for Sale.

Blue body with Black Wings. Engine 3200cc straight 6 with aluminium head.
It produces around 40 HP. Gear box 3 speed with transmission brake operated when the
clutch is fully depressed. It has an original steering wheel with the hand throttle and advance
retard complete and still has the original horn button.
I fitted a stainless steel exhaust copied from the original rusted one and also managed to
source a set of 5 wire wheels which were an option in 1921. 4 special splined hubs
were manufactured for me and the car now sits on these wire wheels complete with good
tyres and tubes.
I have refurbished the brakes. I sourced a brand new starter motor from the USA (it is a
Stude.1923 one). All the mechanical bits are in good order and nothing is worn out. I have
replaced all the steering rod ends, king pin bushes and wheel bearings and seals when the
wires were fitted
The car is very original and all the original parts are with the car including the air intake and I
have fitted an air cleaner to it. There is a full set of weather panels including all the side
screens and a set of headlight protector covers. I have all the original tools including the jack,
starting handle, spanners, tyre pump, and a copy of the workshop manual.
I also have all the original wooden spokes wheels, tyres including 2 spare rims which
are fitted with tyres, the original hubs, bearings etc. and correct aluminium hub dust
caps. The tyres and tubes on the wooden wheels hold air . The car has all the original
embellishments fitted as can be seen in the photos.

I also have a serious mass of spare parts
2 Engines - incomplete but
good blocks, cranks etc.,
2 Gear boxes,
1 back axle,
1 Front axle,
1Carburettor
Electrical items
Distributor cap - new
ignition leads for magneto
Cylinder head
Bearings
Clutch parts
Cooling fan and Mounting
bearings
fan belts
drive couplings
Con rods
Pistons
Engine valves
Plus numerous other parts
both new and second hand.
The Light 6 has a UK V5 with an age related number plate which will stay with the car. It is
MOT and road tax exempt.
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